Audubon's New Migratory Bird Initiative
More than half of the birds in North America spend over half the year outside of North America! Therefore, we
cannot conserve the birds that we love without looking at the bigger picture of where they live throughout the
entire year. Audubon of North America have a new migratory bird initiative headed by Jill Deppe. Jill claims
we are in a “Golden Age of Migration Science” since there have been many advances in recent years that
have revealed the mysteries of migration to scientists across the world. Unfortunately, the data that has been
collected on migration science is scattered. The Migratory Bird Initiative seeks to synthesize existing
migratory science data for at least 520 North American migratory bird species into one location. Our scientists
will strive to examine and compile data for all 520 species throughout their entire annual cycle: breeding,
wintering, and migrating across the entire hemisphere. No small feat! Working in partnership with many other
bird-conservation organizations, Audubon will bring the data together to fill knowledge gaps and create
interactive maps and online portals. The hope is that the synthesized data will lead to actionable conservation
campaigns, activate our vast Audubon network, and support public policy eﬀorts. We want to “protect all
migrating birds and keep common birds common.” The Migratory Bird Initiative may also illuminate new
places in need of conservation based on synthesized data.
This project has the potential to empower all Audubon members, engage everything that we do, across all of
our programs, and make them better. Anyone can get involved in the Migratory Bird Initiative by going on
Peace River Audubon Field Trips, attend bird counts and list sightings on ebird!.
Volunteer to become a citizen scientist!
Use Ebird to expand the data base for the Initiative!
Participate in community-science programs like the Christmas Bird Count, Great Backyard Bird Count,
Climate Watch, and Breeding Bird Survey which are paramount to the success of our new Initiative. Audubon
members can also join our Lights Out campaign or serve as a beta tester for our new migration science online
portal.

Do your hobby and aid science! Go on our Field Trips & Learn to Use EBird!
https://academy.allaboutbirds.org/product/ebird-essentials/
Learn more by visiting the Audubon website
https://www.audubon.org/conservation/migratory-bird-initiative#
Refresh your ability to identify birds by watching this video:
https://youtu.be/IyIb5inOiDs

Birds Can Sleep and Fly at the Same Time!
In 1918 Congress passed the Migratory Bird Treaty Act to protect birds from wanton killing. To celebrate the
centennial, National Geographic is partnering with the National Audubon Society, BirdLife International, and
the Cornell Lab of Ornithology to declare 2018 the Year of the Bird. The Nat Geo article describes the epic
migrations of godwits, amazing work on migration timing by postdoc Dr. Jesse Conklin and colleagues. The
author speaks with Dr. Ben Winger, expert in biogeography and evolution of migration, about the origins of
migratory behaviour. Peter Berthold, who has literally written the book on controls of migration is also
interviewed to describe how migration might have evolved as climate in sub-saharan Africa changed over
millennia. Henrik Mouritsen, Martin Wikelski, Pete Marra– all ornithologists whose work I have studied over
the years.

Bar-tailed godwits look for food in the mud at the Heathcote and Avon Estuary in Christchurch, New
Zealand. From their breeding grounds in Alaska, they fly to New Zealand without a break, but on their
way back they stop over at the Yellow Sea. 7-8 days 7,000 miles. Scientists are discovering how
human activity and climate change are disrupting and possibly imperiling these ancient journeys.
As Godwits fatten up, their pectoral and leg muscles also grow larger. Other long-distance migrants,
such as red knots, shrink the gizzard and other organs in preparation for flight—the equivalent of
jettisoning excess cargo.
After spending up to 10 days over the Pacific, the frigatebirds returned to their nests and Rattenborg’s
group retrieved the devices. The data showed that the birds slept in short bursts lasting an average of
12 seconds, usually while soaring, that added up to an average of 42 minutes a day. That was a mere
fraction of the 12 hours a day the birds slept when they were in their nests. For a substantial part of
the time that they napped in the air, the birds only put half of their brain to sleep, while keeping the
other half awake.

